FOOT BED ANATOMY

**TOP SHEET**
Thin top layers in a variety of high quality materials selected for both comfort and function.

**SOFTEC CUSHIONING LAYER**
Superior open-cell foam technology provides industry-leading shock absorption and comfort. Available in Thick and Medium Footbeds only.

**METATARSAL SUPPORT PAD**
Relieves pain and pressure in the ball of the foot, supporting and lifting the toe bones into natural alignment. Available in Active with Met Pad Footbeds only.

**ACCOMMODATIVE ARCH SUPPORT**
Personalized support prevents arches from collapsing and allows the foot to move naturally.

**DEEP HEEL CUP**
Encourages the heel’s natural cushioning and helps prevent lateral movement.

**MOLDABLE ORTHOPEDIC BASE**
Adapts to your foot without compromising the orthopedic shape.

Customers’ feet feel better after wearing SOLE.

Customers recommend SOLE to a friend.

Customers purchase SOLE again in the future.

85% of customers feel better after wearing SOLE.

9/10 customers recommend SOLE to a friend.

88% of customers purchase SOLE again in the future.

SOLE Footbeds and Footwear are accepted by the American Podiatric Medical Association.

Clinically proven to reduce plantar fascia strain by one third.